Beyond Fun At Work:
Finding Fun In the Work
By Robyn Schopp | Founder and Chief Happiness Officer, Gordeaux Consulting

W

hat does “fun at work” look like to you? Jokes

Here are some ways you can help people find fun in their

between coworkers? Lunch gatherings,

work:

giveaways, or company events? Those activities can be
important to a great workplace culture. However,
Gordeaux Consulting is shedding light on a deeper level
of fun that helps organizations achieve their goals.
Having fun at work means people are enjoying their
work environment and colleagues. Having fun in the
work goes beyond that by motivating people around
their job tasks. When people find fun in the work, it
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1. Connect the work to individual
motivators.
Everyone is motivated differently. Some people are
energized by connecting with people. Some people love
to win, be right, or help others. Find out what excites
the people on your team and connect them with
aspects of their work that match those motivators.

improves productivity, creativity, and business

Behavioral assessments like the DiSC model can

outcomes.

provide a helpful guide for identifying motivators that
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work for a variety of people. Or talk directly and openly
about motivation during regular touchpoints or
conversations about employee performance.

2. Remind them of the bigger purpose.
Regardless of the job duties people find motivating,
everyone enjoys knowing that their work matters. One
way to make sure people know the impact of their
work is to communicate with them. Share with them a
positive story of the product, whether a customer is
enjoying their product, or they are helping a colleague
or team. Be specific about how their work contributes
to a larger success.
Communication has more than one direction, so asking
team members about their opinions, experiences, and
perceptions can also indicate to people that their work
is important.

3. Create a safe environment for people
to share and learn.
Even if someone enjoys their work and they know it
matters, it’s hard to have fun when they don’t feel safe

4. Express gratitude and celebrate a
variety of wins.
Lots of companies do a great job of recognizing people,
but only in certain areas like sales, leadership, or
community outreach. Recognize a variety of wins in a
variety of ways. Get granular and make sure leaders
are recognizing all types of wins, whether someone is
promoting smiles, fixing broken processes, or taking on
responsibilities during a business disruption. Celebrate
ALL the behaviors you want to see more at your
workplace!

speaking up or are afraid to make mistakes.
Recognize people in ways that work for them. Some
To create an environment where people feel

people are mortified by public recognition, so a

comfortable raising their voices or presenting bold new

newsletter article may not be the best way to motivate

ideas, always thank people for sharing. Even if the idea

them. Consider taking someone to lunch or asking a

isn’t realistic, or if the feedback isn’t positive, it’s

leader to thank them personally, whether via email,

important for people to know that their opinion is

call, or in person.

valued.
To address mistakes with a blend of kindness and
accountability, start by showing appreciation for the
things that did go well. Then, be honest about why the
overall result didn’t work, and ask questions to better
understand the mistake. Most importantly, be specific

Gordeaux Consulting provides a variety of people skills
training to foster cultures where people can find the fun in
their work. Contact Gordeaux Consulting today for a
complimentary discovery meeting to start leveraging the
power of fun at your organization.

about how the result should look next time and be
encouraging about the person’s ability to achieve that
result.

Robyn Schopp is founder and Chief Happiness Officer of Gordeaux Consulting. Robyn brings over 10 years of
experience in leadership, employee development, and corporate communications to her work with Gordeaux
Consulting. As a certified DiSC facilitator, she connects people to their unique personal styles. As an employee
engagement and workplace culture consultant, she connects organizations to the power of fun as a motivator
and productivity booster.
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Top 10 Reasons to Establish a
Corporate Donor Advised Fund
By Colleen Hill, VP of Development & Donor Services & Sydney Santa Ana, Donor Services Associate,
Community Foundation of the Holland/Zeeland Area

A

s the year draws to a close, many individuals and

Here’s some of the reasons your business should consider a

business owners are thinking about how to manage

DAF at CFHZ for your corporate charitable giving.

their charitable giving for greatest impact during the
holiday season and beyond. A Donor Advised Fund

1.

minutes to open a fund and you can add to it at

(DAF) is a flexible, convenient, low-cost solution to

any time through CFHZ’s online portal, Donor View,

charitable giving that allows your business to take an

or by working with the informed CFHZ donor

immediate tax deduction when you make your gift and

services team.

enjoy the flexibility to recommend charitable grants over
time. Opening a DAF with the Community Foundation of
the Holland/Zeeland Area (CFHZ) provides an
opportunity for individuals and businesses to organize
their charitable giving and give back to the community
in an informed and active way.
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Easy to establish and use. It only takes a few

2.

Secure access and tracking. You or any member
of your team you assign access to may securely
check your fund balance and make grant
recommendations online. You may also easily track
your corporate giving and pull reports on monthly,
quarterly, or annual giving.

3.

Automate your corporate giving. When you give
through a DAF, you may choose the timing that is
most advantageous for your business and automate
your giving by scheduling grants in advance.

4.

Elevate your corporate giving and engage your
team. By establishing a DAF at CFHZ, you are
showing your team members and the community that
your business prioritizes charitable giving. Anyone
can give to your fund, meaning you can engage team
members in contributing to the fund.

5.

You may give a wide variety of assets. The CFHZ
accepts all types of gifts and almost any kind of

to community. There may also be times you wish

asset, including cash, appreciated stock, real estate

to remain anonymous, and you may choose to

and more. CFHZ is a public charity and all gifts to

remain anonymous on all or select grants.

your fund will leverage the fullest tax deduction
available by law to a public charity (in most cases
exceeding a deduction to a private foundation)
making a DAF a great alternative to a corporate
foundation.
6.

Planning is easier. Many businesses choose to give
a percentage of profits. When business income
fluctuates from year-to-year a DAF allows you to

9.

Flexibility. By working with CFHZ, you are not
limited to giving only in Holland and Zeeland.
Grants may be made to any 501c3 charitable
organization.

10. No minimum balance. CFHZ does not require a
minimum balance to establish a fund and does
not require you to hold a minimum balance.

make contributions at the time that works best for
your business and, if desired, build up a reserve for a
“rainy day.”
7.

Support. You and your team may consult with
CFHZ’s experienced and knowledgeable staff when
considering grant recommendations. CFHZ will also

DAFs continue to be the fastest growing giving vehicle in
the nation because of their convenience and flexibility.
When you create a Donor Advised Fund at CFHZ, you join
hundreds of caring individuals, families, and businesses
who have chosen a simple, flexible, and effective way to
support charitable causes in Holland/Zeeland and beyond.

provide you with quarterly reports that summarize all
fund activity for the period, including contributions,
distributions, and investment activity. You may
choose to invest your fund or hold it in cash.
8.

Recognition or anonymity. When you give through
your DAF, all grants are sent in the name of your
unique fund showing that your business is committed

Colleen Hill serves the community
by helping to grow the Community’s
Endowment to respond to its
evolving needs and opportunities,
and partners with donors and their
professional advisors to help them
achieve their unique charitable
goals during their lifetime and
beyond. She shares stories of
impact to celebrate and inspire
what is possible when people give
of their time, talent, and treasure.
Sydney Santa Ana walks
alongside donors to assist them
in reaching their charitable goals
through distributions from their
charitable funds. She also plans,
coordinates, and leads events
for donors, community partners,
and professional advisors.
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What Really Makes Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Efforts Last?
By Dr. Sandra Upton | Founder + Chief DEI Strategist, Upton Consulting Group

I

n the last few years, Fortune 1000 companies
committed billions of dollars to equity initiatives.

Yet progress in advancing DEI work has been slow.

Research continues to confirm there is no evidence that

Why? The problem isn’t commitment. It’s execution.

simply diversifying an organization leads to change and

Organizations are struggling with how to do the work and

improved performance. Much of the reason for the

produce results. We know the work takes time. However,
it’s reasonable to expect positive results along the
way. So how do you manage expectations between
patience and progress?
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Build From The Right Foundation
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dismal DEI results has been the faulty business case for
diversity. You can’t expect diverse groups to work
together effectively and improve performance if they
lack the skills to do so. In addition, attempting to create

an equitable and inclusive organizational culture
requires individual and systems change. Developing this
foundation includes asking yourself the following:
What does the data say? What kind of employee
feedback are you receiving? How supported do your
diverse employees feel? You may need to step back and
conduct a comprehensive assessment using a DEI
Organizational Assessment.
How will we measure progress? Use the data to
inform strategies and execution. Then identify Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as the number of
women in leadership roles or how well your policies
support differently abled employees. You could also
commit to publishing a DEI Transparency Report by the
end of 2023. This move has been adopted by several
organizations and is the ultimate form of accountability.
Ultimately, determine your metrics based on a data
analysis of where you are and where you want to be.
Check your progress on a quarterly basis.

Hire and Support Your CDO

diversity leader or officer to execute and have impact if
the organizational structure undermines their influence
and authority.
Financial Resources. Funding the work with a
generous budget is critical. No amount of verbal
commitment can compensate for the financial support
needed to implement and sustain the DEI work.
Ownership across the organization. Everyone needs
to be invested in the DEI work. Over the years I’ve

Chief Diversity Officer (CDO) has been one of the

worked with several organizations whose DEI efforts are

fastest-growing C-suite titles. While this is a step in the

being led by a Diversity Council or a team of people that

right direction, expectations for these roles need to be

have very little experience in this space. They may have

carefully managed. A recent Harvard Business Review

made a commitment to begin the work, but it’s

article revealed that while organizations have made the

imperative that these teams move quickly to build the

commitment many of the efforts have still been

necessary skills to effectively lead and implement this

performative and CDOs are exhausted.

work. You then need to empower others across the

The CDO is not the organizational savior who solves the

organization to support the work.

business’s DEI problems overnight. Their job is to

For DEI work to be lasting and scalable, you need to

leverage their expertise to develop and facilitate a

build a strong foundation and invest in a dedicated role

strategic roadmap that develops buy-in and engagement

to lead the work. And they need to be fully supported.

at every level of the organization. They need full and
demonstrated support from top leadership. What does

To learn more about the Upton Consulting Group, visit

this support look like?

www.uptonconsultinggroup.com.

A straight line. Ideally, the experienced leader will
have a straight and direct reporting line to the CEO or at
least access to them. It’s very challenging for the

Dr. Sandra Upton is Founder and Chief DEI Strategist with Upton Consulting Group, an innovative team of
strategists who work with DEI professionals and organizations around the globe to design and implement
proven strategies that create inclusive work environments. Using a research-based change management
framework and culturally intelligent strategies, Upton Consulting Group supports organization’s efforts to
create behaviors and systems that support diverse, equitable, and inclusive work environments.
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The Evolution of Dutch
Village: 100 Years Strong
By Joseph Nelis | President, Dutch Village

10

ince 1958, Dutch Village has been a top destination

S

family moved to Chicago. Shoemaking and other odd

in Holland. However, the past 64 years are just a

jobs in Chicago provided some income but the Nelis

small part of the story. The Nelis family has been in

family heard of a small Dutch town and moved to

business since 1922, and this year marks 100 years and

Holland, Michigan in 1917. They began farming

four generations in Holland.

vegetables on leased property on Lakewood Boulevard.

The story begins in 1910 when Harry Nelis Sr (just 17 at

In 1922, Frederick Nelis purchased the property they

the time) came to America on behalf of his father

had been farming, and in the mid 1920s, Harry Sr

Frederick to search for farmland. He followed a Dutch

switched from growing vegetables to flowers and nursery

priest to Missouri and in 1911, the other 13 family

stock. First daffodils, and then tulip bulbs, as the sales of

members joined from their home in Beverwijk. After

which helped set the identity of this little city of Holland,

limited success with the dry and arid soil in Missouri, the

Michigan.

|
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In 1927, Holland started planning the first Tulip Time
Festival. In 1928, 100,000 tulips were purchased through
Nelis Nurseries and were planted in the fall. The following
May the festival began its long successful run, drawing
tourists from all over. As the tulip festival grew in
popularity, the Nelis Tulip Farm did as well, eventually
filling close to all 80 acres in tulips and parking on both
sides of Lakewood Boulevard.
In the 1930s, permanent buildings and a windmill to
overlook the tulip fields were added to the farm and it
became a favorite stop for visitors to see all the colorful
blooms in May. Dutch souvenirs began to compete with
tulip bulbs for popularity among the festival visitors. The
tulip farm became so popular at Tulip Time that Lakewood
Boulevard became one-way west to the farm, and then
traffic was routed south on 152nd and east on Douglas
Avenue to leave town.
So, in 1952, forty acres were purchased along the new
US-31 highway at James Street, and the plan was to move
the tulip farm there to alleviate the traffic jams caused by
visitors to the tulip farm during the festival. However, with
both sons in military service, this plan had to wait.
Pictured: Harry Jr and Sandy Nelis
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Upon their return, brothers Fred and Harry Jr built the
“Dutch Market,” featuring a row of Dutch-gabled
buildings with a windmill on top in the center. It began
its’ first day of sales in 1958 on July 3 with $12.73 from
two customers, but optimism grew with sales throughout
to Labor Day. The building was expanded several times
and by 1965 included a café. It later became the
full-service restaurant known as the Queen’s Inn, which
operated until 1999.
In good years, buildings were added to the property
during the winter, and Dutch attractions were imported
from the Netherlands. The brothers realized that they
could start charging admission to these attractions and
changed the name to the “Dutch Village.” It developed
into a stand-alone attraction, apart from the tulip farm,
which continued to operate on Lakewood Boulevard.
However, after the brothers parted ways in 1973 and the
death of long-time tulip farm manager Harry Kolean, a
decision had to be made to focus solely on the Dutch
Village and the tulip farm was shuttered in 1978.
Over the years, the Village was expanded with
attractions, canals, and Dutch-styled buildings. New
attractions included the Hungry Dutchman Café, the

Golden Angel street organ, a petting zoo, a Dutch carnival
swing, a farmhouse-style cheese demonstration and
many others. Costumed dancers perform a klompen
dance daily to the sounds of the street organ, and other
interactive activities like stroopwafel making and cheese
tasting help solidify the transformation from shopping
experience to theme park.
In 2021 the new flagship retail store, Dutch Village
Downtown, opened at 20 E 8th Street. It brings the
theme park’s famous and historical Dutch shopping
experience to downtown Holland.

Joseph Nelis has served as president and co-owner of Nelis’ Dutch Village since 1988. For more than 34
years, he has been in the business of entertaining locals and visitors from far and wide. He has a Bachelor’s
Degree in Business Administration from Aquinas College and manages all bookkeeping and accounting
functions for the four-generation family business.
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Reimagining the Sligh Furniture
Building — Bringing New Life to
Downtown Zeeland
By Erin Mills | Marketing Coordinator + Assistant Project Manager, GDK Construction

H

aving grown up in Zeeland, Doug DeKock always

name and their sister company, Geenen DeKock

wanted to complete a project in his hometown.

Properties, has built shopping centers, other retail

As partners, Chuck Geenen and Doug DeKock talked

projects and invested in several buildings in downtown

about the Sligh Furniture Building often. It always seemed

Holland over the past 30 years. More recently they

to be a development opportunity, but it was a being used

developed several mixed-use projects in their West 8th

as storage for another company, so it wasn’t for sale.

Street Development in Downtown Holland.

Doug stayed in touch with the owner for years and finally

Geenen and DeKock also monitored what had been

in the summer of 2020 they were ready to sell. They soon

happening in Downtown Zeeland. They watched the city’s

determined to do the project right, they should also

growth and redevelopment and knew the Sligh Furniture

purchase the old Zeeland Creamery building next door.

Building was high on the city’s list for redevelopment.

Geenen and DeKock built a reputation throughout West
Michigan in the construction and development industries.
From schools and churches to large scale industrial
buildings, GDK Construction has become a household
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With a purchase agreement in hand, they were ready to
begin redevelopment. After their initial planning meeting
with the city, all parties were on board and Geenen and
DeKock was ready to start the process.

Michigan

West Coast

Chamber
of Commerce

HAPPENINGS

Chamber members engage in conversation at the
September Maximize Your Membership

Chamber Ambassadors pose for group photo at their 2022 –
2023 orientation meeting

Ribbon cutting celebrating the Grand Opening of the new
Dickey’s Barbecue Pit in Holland

Ribbon cutting celebrating the Grand Opening of the new
West Michigan Works office in Holland

Chamber members engage in networking at the September
Power Lunch at Macatawa Golf Club

Chamber members engage in conversation at our September
Zeeland Affinity Group (ZAG) meeting

Ribbon cutting celebrating grand opening of KNITit’s new
manufacturing space
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Ribbon cutting celebrating the grand opening of
Lighthouse’s new office in downtown Holland

The West Coast Chamber team celebrates after a
successful Annual Awards Celebration

Ribbon cutting celebrating the grand opening of LAUP’s new space
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